Press Release
For 84% respondents, Mobile Ad spends show an upward trajectory for India:
MoMAGIC Tech
~~60% respondents said that mobile spend as a percentage of total digital ad spend is still less than
50%~~
~~For 23% of the respondents, mobile ad spends as part of the digital ad spend is more than 50%~~

New Delhi, March 26 2019: With growing focus on digital marketing and AdTech sector
the budget allocation reflects exponential growth for Mobile Marketing.
In a report released on Tuesday, 26th March 2019 by MoMAGIC Technologies titled
Disrupting Mobile Ad Tech in India: Delivering User Experience, 84% respondents
stated a jump in their budgets for Mobile Ad spends within the spectrum of digital
marketing.
“Mobile advertising in India is all set to take a quantum jump in the next two years with
more and more Indians, moving to consuming content especially videos on their mobile
phones. With mobile data prices in India being the lowest in the world, advertisers and
marketers have changed their strategy to get quantifiable results with deep user
insight,” Mr. Arun Gupta, CEO and Founder MoMAGIC Technologies said.
Survey also indicated that for over 10% of the respondents ad spends on mobile has
remained same. (Figure 1)

The survey also brought to the fore the fact that Mobile advertising as part of the digital
ad spends is still below 50% for 64% of the respondents. Only 23% of the respondents
said that their mobile ad spend as part of the digital ad spend was more than 50%.
(Figure 2)
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Indian advertisers and users have started realizing the beneﬁts that
the mobile ad platforms bring to the interesting mix of digital spends.
In our user survey, an overwhelming 53% respondents believe that
mobile ads are more effective in reaching the right target audience.
A majority of the respondents (~36%) also believe that given the
interactive nature of the mobile ads (which enhance the entire user
experience) drive a higher level of engagement (Figure 3).

this statement: “Good user experience
just makes sense.”
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A fundamental question that we have to address is that why
don’t people like ads. The fact of the matter is that most
ads today, in their current shape and form, do ruin the user
experience (UX). Videos that play automatically, pop-ups
which are intrusive, the oversized and sometimes irrelevant
banners do reﬂect on the marketing approach. These are
some of the ‘avoidable factors’ that has led consumers to do
everything possible to avoid digital ads on their screens.
One does tend to emphasize with the publisher’s point of
view – they need to focus on revenues while keeping an
eye on UXas well. But it is the advertisers who need to
bring this paradigm shift’ in the way the consumers are
clustered, segmented and targeted. With sophisticated
technologies, it is possible to leverage ads as a medium to
positively impact the audiences’ experience, delight them
and win their loyalty forever.

This is where the advertising ecosystem needs to change
and the UXdesigners and advertisers need to partner to
ensure that both stakeholders work in tandem with only one
objective in mind – the consumer experience. A common
ground and a ﬁne balance will ensure that brans can win a
user’s respect and business.

Balancing Mobile ads and
User Experience - a perpetual conundr um
Brands do need to advertise – love them or hate them
but you just can’t do away with ads. Digital advertising
is becoming the most critical component of the revenue
plan for all brands and publishers alike and like it or not,
the mobile users will continue to face an onslaught of ads
now and forever. So what is the user expected to do?
Fortunately, unlike in the past, advertising has ceased to be
a one-way communication. Take for instance television or
radio ads, where audience had little option but to consume
the content directed at them. However, with digital
platforms coming to the fore, consumers do have an option
to install browser plugins to block ads or simply skip the
irrelevant content, for e.g. in YouTube.

So, what’s stopping the advertisers to achieve this – the
primary challenge of UXdesign is the diversity of users that
the ads are showcased to. Different clusters of consumers
will be driven by different platforms, goals & behaviors
making the task of UXpractitioners even more dif ﬁcult. .
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Indian advertising stakeholders, too, have realized the importance of UX and are
experimenting with newer ad formats and content types. An overwhelming majority of
the respondents we polled are open to, and are increasingly adopting newer ad formats
like content gamification, splash ads, video and other immersive formats.

can be designed for all known platforms such as Windows, iOS,
Android, XBox, PlayStation and more. Google recently released
animated GIFs as VRad formats – a format which is both
immersive, experiential as well as entertaining for end users.
Virtual reality and augmented reality ads have a great
potential to deliver immersive brand stories to worldwide

respondents we polled are open to, and are increasingly
adopting newer ad formats like content gamiﬁcation, splash
ads, video and other immersive formats. A positive trend
with indicates that the entire ecosystem is becoming aware
of, and is keeping the user experience at the core while
designing their marketing campaigns.
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A positive trend that emerged out of the survey in the report is that the entire
ecosystem is becoming aware of, and is keeping the user experience at the core while
designing their marketing campaigns.
Key Findings








84% of the respondents reveal that the ad spends on mobile have increased
exponentially in the past 2 years
60% respondents said that mobile spend as a percentage of total digital ad spend
is still less than 50%
For 23% of the respondents, ad spend as part of the digital ad spend is more
than 50%
53% respondents believe that mobile ads are more effective in reaching the right
target audience
Effective user targeting and knowing the pulse of users are the two biggest
challenges publishers and advertisers are facing these days
Research indicates for Indian stakeholders, the campaign metrics that matter
continue to be traditional i.e. conversation rates and CTR.
An overwhelming majority of the respondents polled are open to, and are
increasingly adopting newer ad formats like content gamification, splash ads,
video and other immersive formats.

About the Survey:
Survey was conducted among the top 70 marketing and advertising decision makers
across sectors in India over a period of three months. The research and data team at
MoMAGIC also mined and researched for the report including the team in Taipei,
Taiwan.

About MoMAGIC Technologies:
MoMAGIC Technologies Pvt. Ltd., founded in the year 2011 is a fast-paced, AI and Big
data driven Technology Company in AdTech, offering customized MCRM and innovative
Mobile Marketing solutions. With 126+ Million UNIQUE USERS, reaching every 3rd
Mobile and Internet USER, MoMAGIC offers comprehensive USER Acquisition channels.
MoMAGIC, is investing and expanding as a ‘Big Data & AI-based, global company’ with
the offering of ‘deep user insight’ with its platform DMP –“TrueInsight” and targeted
reach with its DSP, SSP -“TrueReach”, integrated as one seamless AI-driven marketing
solution in the market. Setting up the APAC R&D and Business Operation Center in
Taipei, Taiwan in February 2017, has been step in the said direction.
With dominance in South East Asia and having effective and strong employee base,
inclusive of 70+ data intelligence, AI & Marketing experts, MoMAGIC in the last 8 years
has worked with most of the leading brands, Agencies and OEMs across sectors and
verticals.
MoMAGIC’s access to Data and Insights, driven via Data Intelligence, Data Modeling etc.,
is legally compliant as per laws of the land, being operated in. For more information,
visit www.momagic.com

